It is well known that atmospheric turbulence severely degrades the performance of ground based imaging systems. Techniques to overcome the e ects of the atmosphere have been developing at a rapid pace over the last 10 years. These techniques can be grouped into two broad categories: pre-detection and post detection techniques. A recent newcomer to the post detection scene is \deconvolution from wave front sensing" (DWFS). DWFS is a post-detection image reconstruction technique that makes use of one feature of pre-detection techniques. A WFS is used to record the wave front phase distortion in the pupil of the telescope for each short exposure image. The additional information provided by the WFS is used to estimate of the system's point spread function (PSF). The PSF is then used in conjunction with the ensemble of short exposure images to obtain an estimate of the object intensity distribution via deconvolution. With the addition of DWFS into the suite of possible post detection image reconstruction techniques it is natural to ask \How does DWFS compare to both traditional linear and speckle image reconstruction techniques?" In the results presented here we make a direct comparison based on a frequency domain signal-to-noise ratio performance metric. This metric is applied to each technique's image reconstruction estimator. We nd that DWFS nearly always results in improved performance over the estimators of traditional linear image reconstruction such as Wiener ltering. On the other hand, DWFS does not always out perform speckle imaging techniques and in cases that it does the improvement is small.
Introduction
It is well known that atmospheric turbulence severely degrades the performance of ground based imaging systems. The degradation is so severe that the resolution of large astronomical telescopes located at sites having the best seeing in the world are limited to the same resolution achieved by a di raction limited telescope of diameter 0.2 to 0.3 meters. Techniques to overcome the e ects of the atmosphere have been developing at a rapid pace over the last 10 years. These techniques can be grouped into two broad categories: pre-and post-detection techniques. In pre-detection the distorted wave front is sensed by a wave front sensor (WFS) and passed through a \real time" wave front compensation device before nally being recorded at the image plane. This technique typically employs adaptive optics 1]. In post detection techniques, many short exposure frames of a distorted image are recorded and image post processing is employed to reconstruct an estimate of the object intensity distribution. This latter category encompasses techniques such as speckle interferometry, Knox-Thompson and triple-correlation 2, 3, 4, 5] .
A recent newcomer to the post detection scene is \deconvolution from wave front sensing" (DWFS) 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . DWFS is a post-detection image reconstruction technique that makes use of one feature of predetection techniques. A WFS is used to record the wave front phase distortion in the pupil of the telescope for each short exposure image. The additional information provided by the WFS is used to estimate of the system's point spread function (PSF). The PSF is then used in conjunction with the ensemble of short exposure images to obtain an estimate of the object intensity distribution via deconvolution. With the addition of DWFS into the suite of possible post detection image reconstruction techniques it is natural to ask \How does DWFS compare to traditional linear and speckle image reconstruction?" In making this comparison we concentrate on the statistical performance of the estimators for each technique. Past researchers have investigated the average and signal-to-noise (SNR) performance of DWFS but nearly all of these past investigations have not made comparisons to existing image reconstruction techniques. In the one paper that does consider a quantitative comparison of DWFS to speckle imaging, the comparison is between the SNR of the estimated object Fourier spectrum and the SNR of the estimated object power spectrum 11] . In this previous work the \noise e ective cuto " is de ned as the spatial frequency at which the SNR of the technique's estimator has dropped below unity. Using this performance metric the author's show that speckle imaging will generally provide better image reconstruction than DWFS for point source objects. In the case of extended objects the comparison between DWFS and speckle imaging showed similar level of performance. In the work presented here we make a more direct comparison by considering the SNR of equivalent quantities for each technique.
To investigate the performance comparison question posed above we consider a frequency domain SNR measure of performance as applied to the estimated spectrum. The SNR is a measure of the variability or randomness of the estimated spectrum relative to it's mean value. More speci cally the SNR is de ned as the ratio of the mean value of the estimated spectrum to the standard deviation of the same quantity. Let us rst consider the SNR for the estimated object Fourier spectrum. If we letÔ represent the estimated spectrum, the SNR is de ned as SNR(ũ) = jhÔ(ũ)ij q Var Ô (ũ)] ; (1) whereũ is the spatial frequency vector and hxi and Var x] are the expected value and variance of the random quantity x, respectively. A large SNR indicates the estimateÔ is expected to have a relatively small error compared to it's mean value. A small SNR indicates the estimate may have a large error compared to its mean value.
Recently Roggemann et. al. 11] derived an expression for the SNR performance of DWFS. In the subsequent sections of this paper we take this SNR expression and compare it to the SNR for linear image reconstruction and speckle image reconstruction. The phrase \linear image reconstruction" is used here to denote traditional linear techniques such as Wiener ltering 13], while \speckle image reconstruction" refers to Laberyrie's speckle interferometry. The SNR expression developed for DWFS can be compared directly with the SNR for linear image reconstruction since both are linear with respect to the measured image spectrum. In Section 2 we introduce the required SNR expressions and in Section 3 we compare the relative performance of DWFS to traditional linear image reconstruction. In Section 4 we compare the SNR performance of DWFS to Laberyrie's speckle interferometry. In this latter comparison, rather than using the SNR expression given in eqn (1), we consider the SNR for estimating the object power spectrum (square of the Fourier modulus):
; (2) where the new notation SNR is used to di erentiate the SNR expression given by eqn (2) from eqn (1) . Note that in making a comparison of DWFS to speckle imaging we are only comparing the Fourier modulus estimation part of the overall image reconstruction process. For a complete comparison of DWFS and speckle imaging a separate analysis of the performance of the Fourier phase estimation for each technique has to be performed. Unfortunately this phase analysis does not lend itself to the analytical approach presented here and, as such, is beyond the present scope. Finally in Section 5 we draw conclusions.
Preliminaries
In order to make a comparison of the performance of the various image reconstruction techniques we rst need to present a number of expressions describing the SNR for each technique. In the case of linear image reconstruction and DWFS, we are interested in the SNR behavior of the Fourier transform of the estimated object. In order to proceed it is rst necessary to introduce an imaging system model. Let i(x) represent a short exposure, noise free, realization of the image intensity of an incoherent imaging system, wherex is a vector designating a point in the image. The image i(x) can be related to the object being imaged, o(x), by
where h(x) is the instantaneous (short exposure) point spread function of the system and the notation designates 2-dimensional convolution. The relationship between the image and the object can be equivalently stated in the frequency domain:
whereũ is the spatial frequency variable and the capital letters I, O and H are the Fourier transforms of i, o and h, respectively. The function H(ũ) is the instantaneous optical transfer function (OTF) of the imaging system. In order to make the subsequent notation less cumbersome we drop the dependence onũ. The reader should note that all subsequent expressions will, in general, depend onũ.
In traditional linear image reconstruction the measured image spectrum I is linearly related to the estimated object spectrumÔ. In these cases the SNR of interest is of the measurement I itself. In the ideal situation, the measured spectrum I would be deterministic and contain spatial frequencies out to the di raction limit of the imaging system. In this ideal case, the variance of I would be zero which in turn would imply an in nite SNR. With an in nite SNR, perfect image reconstruction would be possible. In reality though, the measurement I is far from being deterministic. The measured spectrum I is in general random, which, in turn, implies that the variance of I is greater than zero. From eqn (1) we see that this randomness has the e ect of causing the SNR to have a nite value. As soon as the SNR takes on a nite value, image reconstruction will give less than perfect results 14]. The random nature of I is due primarily to two factors: 1) the nite amount of light detected in the image and 2) the possible randomness of the OTF, H. In any real imaging system the amount of light detected is nite. If the light level is low enough the randomness in the detection process can signi cantly degrade the quality of the image. As for the randomness of H, this e ect is most prevalent in the case of imaging through a random or turbulent medium. Imaging through the Earth's atmosphere is an important example. Atmospheric turbulence causes the realizations of H to vary for each short exposure image. (5) are associated with the e ects of photon noise in the image and the random OTF, H. The rst term, K, is the contribution to the variance of I due to photon noise e ects and the second term, 
At the other extreme, the randomness of the OTF limits performance (high light level case) and we have
(OTF variance limited case)
In deconvolution from wave front sensing (DWFS) a WFS is used to record the wave front phase distortions associated with each image exposure. The wavefront phase distortion represents additional information that can be used in the image reconstruction process that is not normally available in traditional linear image reconstruction. The WFS measurements are used to form an estimate of the OTF (or equivalently the PSF). Let this estimate be designatedĤ. The estimateĤ is used to lter the measured image spectrum I. The frequency domain representation of this ltering is given by I 0 = IĤ = OHĤ ; (8) where I 0 is the ltered measurement and the notationĤ represents the complex conjugate ofĤ. In a SNR sense, the purpose of the ltering is to increase the mean and reduce the variance of the spectrum I 0 as compared to the un-ltered spectrum I. Using this model of DWFS, Roggemann 11] 
As discussed for eqn (5), the two terms in the denominator of the second line of eqn (9) are related to the photon noise and random OTF e ects. The interesting thing to notice is the slightly di erent form of these two terms. The rst term in the denominator above is again due to photon noise e ects in the image. The di erence between the photon noise terms in eqns (5) and (9) is that the quantity K is multiplied by hjĤj 2 i in eqn (9) . This multiplication is, in e ect, a ltering of the the photon noise spectrum. The ltering reduces the photon noise e ects in the image. The second term in the denominator of eqn (9) is like the second term in eqn (5) in that it describes the contribution of the overall transfer function to the variance of I 0 . In the case of DWFS this contribution is due to the randomness of the combined transfer function HĤ . The hope for DWFS is that the combined transfer function HĤ has an increased mean and a smaller variance than the transfer function H. In fact ifĤ is a perfect estimate of H then the combined transfer function reduces to jHj 2 , which we know has a larger mean and a smaller variance than H. With the two expressions given by eqns (5) and (9) we are now able to compare the relative SNR's of the measured data used in DWFS and linear image reconstruction. This comparison is presented in Section 3.
In order to the compare the performance of DWFS to speckle interferometry we need to consider the performance of estimating the power spectrum of the image rather than the complex Fourier spectrum. The SNR behavior associated with estimating the power spectrum in speckle interferometry has been studied extensively. (10) where the subscript SI denotes speckle interferometry.
An equivalent SNR expression is also needed for DWFS. Using the same approach 17] used to obtain eqn (10) Note that the expressions given above are for the power spectrum of the image whereas the expressions given in eqns (5) and (9) are for the complex amplitude of the image spectrum. Just as we saw for these previous SNR expressions the di erence between eqns (10) and (11) are in the terms associated with the photon noise ( rst term in the denominators) and the randomness of the transfer function (last two terms in the denominators). Notice that for speckle interferometry the object power spectrum is ltered by hjHj 2 i whereas in DWFS it is ltered by hjHĤ j 2 i.
SNR comparison of linear and DWFS image reconstruction
In the following development the goal is to write the DWFS SNR expression given by eqn (9) in a form that facilitates a direct comparison to the linear SNR expression given by eqn (5) . To make this comparison we rst nd it useful to the de ne the following quantities: (14) Notice that this form is nearly identical to the form given for SNR Linear in eqn (5). The only di erence between the two expressions is the factor j HĤ j p G H and the bracketed factor on the second term of the denominator.
To better quantify how the two SNR expressions compare we make an assumption concerning the statistics of H andĤ. We assume that H andĤ are arbitrarily correlated, complex Gaussian random processes with means H and H, respectively. We also assume that H andĤ are circularly complex about their respective means. In other words we can write H = H 0 + H; (15) H =Ĥ 0 +Ĥ; (16) where H 0 andĤ 0 are arbitrary correlated, circular complex, Gaussian random processes, each with zero mean. Using the Gaussian assumptions and eqns (15) and (16) 
Equation (18) gives us a clearer understanding of how the bracketed term of the denominator a ects SNR DW F S . To ultimately make the comparison of SNR DW F S and SNR Linear we consider two limiting cases.
In the rst case we assume the shot noise term represented by K ?1 dominates the other term in the denominator. In this \shot noise" limited case we have (shot noise limited case) (19) where we have used eqn (6) to obtain the second equality. It is easy to see from eqn (19) that SNR DW F S will, in general, be larger than SNR Linear for cases in which j HĤ j 1. Recall that when the magnitude of the correlation coe cient j HĤ j is nearly unity, H andĤ are highly correlated. A coe cient of nearly unity also implies extremely accurate wave front sensing. How much SNR DW F S is bigger than SNR Linear depends largely on the magnitude of G H . For uncompensated imaging through the atmosphere G H will, in general, be much greater than unity for angular frequencies greater than r o = .
In the other limiting case we assume that shot noise e ects are small compared to the second term in the denominator of eqn (18) 
where we have used eqn (7) to obtain the second equality. For uncompensated imaging through the atmosphere G H and GĤ will be much greater than unity for angular frequencies greater than r o = . In this case the second square root term goes to approximately unity and eqn (20) reduces to the simple relationship given by eqn (19) . At the other extreme G H and GĤ may take on values near unity. This extreme corresponds to the case in which the OTF is nearly constant and applies to the case of well compensated imaging using an adaptive optical telescope. Adaptive optics are expected to signi cantly increase the mean and decrease the variance of H thereby decreasing G H and GĤ to nearly one. 
SNR comparison of Speckle and DWFS image reconstruction
As in the previous section we want to write the power spectrum SNR expression for DWFS (eqn (11)) in a form that facilitates a direct comparison to the speckle interferometry SNR expression given by eqn (10 
Using eqns (21) and (22) we can rewrite the expression for SRN DW F S given by eqn (11) 
Written in this way, SNR DW F S can be compared to the expression for SNR SI given by eqn (10) . The di erence between the two SNR expressions is the factor ? HĤ G H and the bracketed factors in the last two terms of the denominator in eqn (23). Just as in the previous section we consider two limiting cases. In the rst case we assume the shot noise term represented by K ?2 dominates the other terms in the denominator in eqn (23). In this shot noise limited case we have 
where we obtained the second equality from considering the shot noise limited expression for SNR SI given by eqn (10) . It is easy to see from equation (24) that SNR DW F S will be larger than SNR SI for cases in which the product ? HĤ G H is greater than unity. To better quantify when this product is greater than unity and, if so, by how much, we again assume H andĤ are complex Gaussian random processes just as de ned in Section 3. Using these Gaussian assumptions allows us to write 
From eqn (25) we see that the maximum value of G H is p 2. Realizing that ? HĤ has a maximum value of unity, the product ? HĤ G H can be no larger than p 2. This maximum value should be contrasted to the maximum value of the factor j HĤ j p G H in eqn (19) . In this previous result, the value of SNR DW F S could be as great as p G H larger than SNR Linear . Here the factor relating SNR DW F S and SNR SI has a maximum value of only p 2.
It is not surprising that only small gains are possible when comparing the SNR performance of speckle imaging and DWFS. The fact to remember in this comparison is that we are comparing the SNR performance for estimating the power spectrum. Recall the SNR comparison of the previous section. In this previous section we were interested in estimating the complex Fourier spectrum and the additional processing associated with DWFS o ered the possibility of signi cantly increasing the mean and decreasing the variance of I 0 as compared to I. This boost in the mean and decrease in the variance of I 0 in turn increases the SNR. The resulting SNR improvement is mostly attributable to the reduction of the image spectrum phase variation. The reduction of the phase variation is a direct result of multiplying the measured spectrum I byĤ which has the e ect of canceling some of the phase variations of H caused by the atmosphere. In contrast to the linear image reconstruction problem, in speckle imaging we are interested in estimating the image power spectrum. The power spectrum, by nature, is not a ected by the image spectrum phase and as a result the variations of the phase do not degrade the estimate of the power spectrum. In summary we see that when estimating the power spectrum the process is not degraded by the phase variations, and as a result, DWFS does not o er the large improvement in performance as found for linear image reconstruction.
To wrap up this discussion we nally combine eqns (25) and (26) (shot noise limited case)
The factor relating SNR DW F S and SNR SI in eqn (27) is plotted in Figure 2 . In this plot we have assumed that HĤ = 1 (i.e., perfect wave front sensing) and G H = GĤ.
In the other limiting extreme we consider the case in which the shot noise is small compared to the last term in the denominator of eqn (23 
To extract any meaning from eqn (29) we consider two limiting cases. In the rst case we consider the situation in which G H and GĤ are very large. This situation corresponds to conventional imaging through the atmosphere without the aid of adaptive optics (with the additional constraint that we are interested in spatial frequencies greater than r o = ). In the limit as G H and GĤ become very large we can show using eqns (29), (25) and (26) 
Using the fact that j HĤ j is less than or equal to unity we can additionally show that the factor relating SNR DW F S and SNR SI in eqn (32) is always less than one. This result indicates, for large values of G H and GĤ, that DWFS never results in an improvement in the power spectrum SNR performance over that of straight speckle interferometry. This fact is true even for perfect DWFS wave front sensing.
For the case in which G H and GĤ are within an order of magnitude of their minimum values (unity) we plot the factor relating SNR DW F S to SNR SI given by eqn (28). Figure 3 is a plot of this factor versus G H where we have assumed HĤ = 1 and G H = GĤ. Again we see that the performance of DWFS is worse than speckle interferometry.
Conclusion
We have made a direct performance comparison between deconvolution from wave front sensing (DWFS) and linear and speckle imaging. In the case of linear image reconstruction the comparison is based on the SNR of the estimated where H is the instantaneous OTF of the system. For uncompensated imaging through the atmosphere this factor can be quite large for angular frequencies greater than r o = . The possibility of this large SNR advantage is mainly attributable to the fact that DWFS can signi cantly reduce the phase variation of the estimated object spectrum. DWFS will yield this advantage when the OTF H and estimateĤ are highly correlated which in turn implies accurate wave front sensing.
When comparing DWFS to speckle imaging (Laberyrie's speckle interferometry) we nd that the results to be not nearly as favorable. In fact the maximum SNR improvement possible over that of speckle imaging is p 2 for the shot noise limited case and worse for the OTF variance limited cases. This lack of signi cant improvement is mostly a function of the quantity being estimated: the object power spectrum. In contrast to linear image reconstruction discussed above the phase variation of the object spectrum has no e ect on the estimate of the object power spectrum. As a consequence DWFS does not o er the potential performance improvements predicted by others 6, 12] As a nal comment, we note that the comparison between speckle imaging and DWFS, even though direct, can be misleading. The results presented here could be misunderstood to say that DWFS performs nearly the same as speckle imaging. We have shown here that the power spectrum SNR of DWFS (SN R DW F S ) may attain or slightly exceed the power spectrum SNR of speckle imaging (SN R SI ). The point to remember is that in Laberyrie's speckle interferometry, the technique only gives an estimate of object power spectrum. Another approach must be used in conjunction with speckle interferometry to obtain the phase of the object spectrum. These other approaches involve higher order correlations of the complex object spectrum and include Knox-Thompson and triple correlation 4]. The question that has not been answered in this paper is \What is the comparative accuracy of the phase estimate of DWFS and the phase estimate of Knox-Thompson or triple correlation when being used in conjunction with speckle interferometry?" We note that there is anecdotal evidence suggesting that the error in the phase estimate obtained from triple correlation is closely tied to the speckle interferometry power spectrum SNR (SN R SI ). Matson et. al.
